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Come through the looking glass, Alice. The Red Queen is waiting for you. She’s waiting in land of magic
and chessmen, a land of plotting and scheming. She wants to play a lovely game. A game with ropes,
spankings and a very large boy named the Bishop. It will be ever so much fun. You can’t imagine how the
game will end.

Excerpt

At last the opening of the great double doors that led into the chamber rewarded the Red Queen’s patience. A
pair of guards walked with a woman between them. They held her arms in meaty fists large enough encircle
her whole bicep. If not for the pale blue and white collar she wore to keep her power suppressed, Alice could
have ripped both men limb from limb. Such was the power a queen beyond the looking glass.

Hair the color of spun gold tumbled down smooth pale shoulders, framing large blue eyes and a heart shaped
face. Alice had a gorgeous womanly body with ripe breasts and wide hips. A body that had been prepared to
the Red Queen's exact specifications. A tight pale blue and white leather corset synched her waist and went
over her shoulders with straps but left her breasts bare. The outfit had no bottoms; the girl had come all the
way here from the dungeons exposing her sex to any who cared to look. Garters hung down from the corset
to hold up white stockings. Black Mary Janes with spiked heels added a couple of inches to her height and
made her calves stand out. Fingerless gloves of pale blue that ending just above her elbow secured her hands
behind her back with straps that attached to the corset. New golden rings glittered when she moved thought
in the candlelight. They pierced her nipples and both outer labia. There was a ball gag in her mouth.

A smile wanted to creep across the red queen's face. She'd ordered the outfit made as soon as she met the
girl. Picking out the leather and the cut of the outfit had been a pleasure. Blue and white had been easy
choice. The girl seemed to wear nothing else. The rings she wore were from the queen's own collection. A
dear gift for a dear friend.

When she was ten feet from the throne the guards knelt and dragged Alice down to her knees as well. The
girl stared defiantly up at the queen where she sat in her red dress. There was fire in those blue eyes. Good.
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From reader reviews:

Ethelyn Allen:

The book The Red Queen can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave a very important thing like a book The Red Queen? Some of you have a different opinion
about guide. But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to
closer along with your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you are able to give for each other;
you can share all of these. Book The Red Queen has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can appear the enormous world by wide open and read a publication. So it is very
wonderful.

Martha Howell:

This The Red Queen book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you receive by reading this book is actually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you
will get info which is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. This particular The Red
Queen without we recognize teach the one who reading it become critical in considering and analyzing.
Don't possibly be worry The Red Queen can bring if you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves'
grow to be full because you can have it in the lovely laptop even cellphone. This The Red Queen having very
good arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Rhonda Silva:

This The Red Queen are usually reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The reason
of this The Red Queen can be on the list of great books you must have is giving you more than just simple
reading through food but feed you actually with information that possibly will shock your prior knowledge.
This book is usually handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions throughout the
e-book and printed versions. Beside that this The Red Queen giving you an enormous of experience such as
rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day exercise. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Alejandro Colon:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try to and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both day to day life and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity have you got
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer may unlimited right. Then do you try this
one, reading publications. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically the book
you have read is The Red Queen.
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